
Republish Campaigns FAQ 

This article applies to:

Max Classic

Existing campaigns may have contacts in various stages of the sequences and goals. So, what happens when an

existing campaign is edited and then re-published?

Can I change the text or verbiage of a specific email?Can I change the text or verbiage of a specific email?

Yes. Once you re-publish the campaign, the revised email will only be seen by the people to who have not received

the email previously.

What happens when I change timers when there are already contacts moving through the sequence?What happens when I change timers when there are already contacts moving through the sequence?

Editing campaign timers in which contacts are queued up can cause unintended consequences and result in

unpredictable behavior. If you need to edit a timer that is in a launched campaign, review our best practices for

editing timers.

Can I change where a link is driving a contact, without impacting the “Link Clicked” goal following it?Can I change where a link is driving a contact, without impacting the “Link Clicked” goal following it?

Yes, as long as you don't delete the link from your email and replace it with a brand new one, then the goal will

remain unchanged. The Link Clicked goal is tracking a hyperlink you have created, you can change the destination

at any time. If you do delete the link, and replace it with a new one, you’ll need to be sure to go reconfigure the

“Link Clicked” goal.

What happens if I add a goal?What happens if I add a goal?

Goals are either achieved or not. They cannot be retroactively achieved. So, if you publish a new goal, it can only

be achieved in the future. If you have a goal configured to look for the application of a tag, when you publish, it

will look for new applications of that tag. Any people who already have that tag will not automatically be placed

into this campaign. The concept applies the same to customers that purchase products. If you publish a campaign

with a goal configured by the purchase of a product, it will only be achieved by new purchases of that product.

What happens when I add a new email in the middle of a sequence? What happens when I add a new email in the middle of a sequence? For example, what if I add an email betweenFor example, what if I add an email between

emails four and five in an existing sequence?emails four and five in an existing sequence?

Only contacts that have not reached this point of the sequence will receive the newly added email. Contacts that

have already passed this point in the sequence will not receive the email.

What happens if I remove an email from a sequence?What happens if I remove an email from a sequence?

If you remove an email and there are people who would have normally received the message, Infusionsoft will not

send that email to those people. If you remove a timer as well, it will recalculate future steps and process

accordingly.

What happens when I add an email or step to the end of an existing sequence?What happens when I add an email or step to the end of an existing sequence?
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Contacts that have not yet reached the end of the sequence will process the step based on the sequence setup,

naturally. Contacts that have already passed through the sequence, or fell into queue at the end of the sequence

will not have the additional step processed.

How should I avoid complications of editing campaigns?How should I avoid complications of editing campaigns?

Completely build your campaigns before launching. If you need to add steps to an existing sequence and you want

all queued contacts to receive them, consider adding a new sequence after the existing one. Once contacts

complete the steps in an existing sequence, if they don’t have somewhere to move to, they are added to a queued

list. If you add a new sequence afterward, all queued contacts will be funneled in at the same time and the

system will calculate the new sequence’s steps for everyone.

For the most updated courses on this topic, check out this link: For the most updated courses on this topic, check out this link: https://academy.keap.com/bundles/advanced-https://academy.keap.com/bundles/advanced-

automations-complete-collectionautomations-complete-collection
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